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Abstract
In the open book question answering (OBQA)001
task, selecting the relevant passages and sen-002
tences from distracting information is crucial003
to reason the answer to a question. HotpotQA004
dataset is designed to teach and evaluate sys-005
tems to do both passage ranking and sentence006
selection. Many existing frameworks use sep-007
arate models to select relevant passages and008
sentences respectively. Such systems not only009
have high complexity in terms of the param-010
eters of models but also fail to take the ad-011
vantage of training these two tasks together012
since one task can be beneficial for the other013
one. In this work, we present a simple yet014
effective framework to address these limita-015
tions by jointly ranking passages and select-016
ing sentences. Furthermore, we propose con-017
sistency and similarity constraints to promote018
the correlation and interaction between pas-019
sage ranking and sentence selection.The ex-020
periments demonstrate that our framework can021
achieve competitive results with previous sys-022
tems and outperform the baseline by 28% in023
terms of exact matching of relevant sentences024
on the HotpotQA dataset.025

1 Introduction026

Open book question answering (OBQA) requires a027

system to find the relevant documents to reason the028

answer to a question. It has wide and practical Nat-029

ural Language Processing (NLP) applications such030

as search engines (Kwiatkowski et al., 2019) and031

dialogue systems (Reddy et al., 2019; Choi et al.,032

2018). Among several OBQA datasets (Dhingra033

et al., 2017; Mihaylov et al., 2018; Khot et al.,034

2020), HotpotQA (Yang et al., 2018) is more chal-035

lenging because it requires a system not only to find036

the relevant passages from large corpus but also037

find the relevant sentences in the passage which038

eventually reach to the answer. Such a task also039

increases the interpretability of the systems.040

To address this challenge, most of the previ-041

ous work (Nie et al., 2019; Fang et al., 2020; Tu042

Figure 1: An example from the HotpotQA dataset,
where the question should be answered by combining
supporting facts(SP) from two passages. In the SP, the
first string refers to the title of passage, and the second
integer means the index of the sentence.

et al., 2019; Groeneveld et al., 2020) use two-step 043

pipeline: identify the most relevant passage by one 044

model and then match each question with a single 045

sentence in the corresponding passage by another 046

model. Such systems are heavy in terms of the 047

size of the models which requires long training and 048

inference time. Green AI has recently been advo- 049

cated to against the trend of building large models 050

which are both environmentally unfriendly and ex- 051

pensive, raising barriers to participation in NLP 052

research (Schwartz et al., 2020). Apparently, sys- 053

tems using multiple models to solve HotpotQA task 054

do not belong to the family of Green AI. Further- 055

more, the benefits of learning from passage ranking 056
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and selecting relevant sentences are not well uti-057

lized by these systems. Intuitively, if a passage is058

ranked high, then some sentences in the passage059

should be selected as relevant. On the other hand,060

if a passage is ranked low, then all sentences in the061

passage should be classified as irrelevant.062

To build a Green AI system and take advantage063

of multi-task learning, we introduce a Two-in-One064

model, a simple model trained on passage ranking065

and sentence selection jointly. More specifically,066

our model generates passage representations and067

sentence representations simultaneously, which are068

then fed to a passage ranker and sentence classifier069

respectively. Then we promote the interaction be-070

tween passage ranking and sentence classification071

using consistency and similarity constraints. The072

consistency constraint is to enforce that the rele-073

vant passage includes relevant sentences, while the074

similarity constraint ensures the model to generate075

the representation of relevant passages more closer076

to the representations for relevant sentences than077

irrelevant ones. The experiments conducted on the078

HotpotQA datasets demonstrate that our simple079

model achieves competitive results with previous080

systems and outperforms the baselines by 28%.081

2 Related Work082

HotpotQA Systems A straightforward way to083

solve the HotpotQA challenge is to build a hierar-084

chical system (Nie et al., 2019), meaning a system085

first ranks relevant passages and then identifies rel-086

evant sentences from the selected passages. Such a087

hierarchical system involves multiple models thus088

requires long inference time. More importantly,089

such a system only leverages the impact of passage090

ranking on sentence selection but ignores the in-091

fluence of the sentence selection on the passage092

ranking. Our framework achieves these two tasks093

by one model and facilitates the interaction by two094

constraints. Groeneveld et al. (2020) proposes a095

pipeline based on three BERT models (Devlin et al.,096

2019) to solve the HotpotQA challenge. The sys-097

tem first selects relevant sentences and then detects098

the answer span, finally, identifies the relevant sen-099

tences according to the answer span. Though the100

pipeline is strong, the way it solves the problem101

is opposite to human beings. We, humans, iden-102

tify the relevant sentences, and then give the an-103

swer span. Many existing works demonstrate the104

effectiveness of graph neural networks(GNN) on105

HotpotQA challenge (Fang et al., 2020; Tu et al.,106

2019). Since GNN is out of the scope of this work, 107

we do not compare it with these frameworks. 108

Joint Model for QA Joint learning has been 109

studied in Question Answering Tasks. Deng et al. 110

(2020) proposes a joint model to tackle commu- 111

nity question answering such that the model can 112

simultaneously select the set of correct answers 113

from candidates and generate an abstractive sum- 114

mary for each selected answer. Sun et al. (2019) 115

proposes a generative collaborative network to an- 116

swer questions and generate questions. The main 117

difference between our work and previous ones 118

are in two sense (1) our proposed model uses the 119

shared encoder to tackle two classification tasks 120

(2) besides the loss function to optimize individual 121

tasks, we also propose two constraints that utilize 122

the relation between these two tasks. 123

3 HotpotQA Dataset 124

HotpotQA dataset (Yang et al., 2018) is designed 125

for multi-hop reasoning question answering tasks, 126

i.e. to reason over multiple documents and an- 127

swer questions (see Figure 1). Particularly, Hot- 128

potQA challenge requires reasoning over two pas- 129

sages. Furthermore, to guide the system to perform 130

meaningful and explainable reasoning, the dataset 131

also provides supporting facts (SP) that reach the 132

answer to the question. HotpotQA provide two 133

challenging settings: in Fullwiki setting, a system 134

needs to rank passage from the entire wiki corpus; 135

in Distractor setting, 10 distracting passages (in- 136

cluding relevant ones) are given for each question. 137

In this work, we mainly focus on the latter setting. 138

From the training set, we find that 70.4% questions 139

have exactly two supporting facts (SP), and 60.0% 140

of SP are the first sentence of passages. 141

4 Method 142

We aim to jointly conduct two tasks, passage rank- 143

ing and supporting facts selection for HotpotQA. 144

Given a question Q, the goal is to simultaneously 145

rank the set of candidates A = {a1, ..., ai} and iden- 146

tify the supporting facts for the TopK1 passages. 147

4.1 Model: Two-in-One Framework 148

We introduce the proposed joint model for pas- 149

sage ranking and support fact selection, Two-in- 150

One, which uses state-of-the-art transformer-based 151

1The value of K depends on the task, and for HotpotQA,
K is 2.
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model (Vaswani et al., 2017) to encode questions152

and contexts. In this work, we use RoBERTa (Liu153

et al., 2019), however, any other variants like154

ELECTRA (Clark et al., 2020) can be applied in155

this framework. The model architecture is given in156

Figure 2. On top of the encoder, there are two MLP157

layers to score passages and sentences respectively.158

In details, given a question and a passage, we firstly159

create an input to feed through RoBERTa (Liu et al.,160

2019) by concatenating the question and the pas-161

sage as follows, 〈s〉Q〈/s〉S1〈/s〉S2...〈/s〉Sk〈/s〉162

where 〈s〉 and 〈/s〉 are special tokens in RoBERTa,163

Si is the ith sentence from a passage. We take 〈s〉164

as the contextual representation for passage ranking165

and the 〈/s〉 in front of each sentence for sentence166

selection. The passage ranker and the sentence clas-167

sifier have identical structure (two-layer Multiple-168

Layer Perceptron(MLP)) but different weights.169

Query

<s>Q</s>S1</s>S2...</s>Sk</s>

RoBERTa

<s> </s> </s> </s>

passage
ranker sentence classifier

Combine Selection: select the relevant sentences if
the passage is in top K 

Passages

Figure 2: The architecture of Two-in-One model for
passage ranking and relevant sentence selection. For
HotpotQA dataset, K is two.

The model is jointly trained by passage loss and170

sentence loss. In detail, during the training time,171

we assign the relevant passages and sentences with172

ground truth score 1 while irrelevant passages and173

sentences with ground truth score -1. Then, Mean174

Square Error(MSE) loss is applied to calculate the175

passage and sentence loss as follows,176

Lpass = (ŷ − y)2,

Lsent =
K∑

i=1

(x̂i − xi)
2,

Ljoint = Lpass + Lsent,

(1)177

where ŷ is the predicted passage score, y is the178

ground truth score of the passage, x̂i and xi are 179

the predicted sentence score and ground truth score 180

of Si, respectively, and K is the total number of 181

sentences in the passage. We simply sum up the 182

passage loss and sentence loss to jointly update 183

model parameters. 184

During the inference time, passages are ranked 185

based on the logits given by the passage ranker. 186

For the sentence classification, we take 02 as the 187

threshold to classify the relevance of each sentence: 188

if the score given by the sentence classifier is larger 189

than 0, then it is relevant; otherwise, irrelevant. 190

Next, we introduce two constraints to facilitate 191

the interaction between these two tasks. 192

4.2 Consistency Constraint 193

Intuitively, if a passage is relevant to the question, 194

then there are some sentences from the passages 195

that are relevant; on the other hand, if a passage is 196

not relevant to the answer, then there should not 197

be relevant sentences inside the passage. Thus, we 198

propose a consistency constraint over the passage 199

ranker and sentence classifier to minimize the gap 200

between the passage score and the maximum sen- 201

tence score. The loss function is as follows: 202

Lcon = (ŷ −max(x))2, (2) 203

where x = [x̂1 . . . x̂n] denotes a stack of predicted 204

sentence scores. 205

4.3 Similarity Constraint 206

As we have shown at the beginning of this section, 207

token 〈s〉 is used to get the passage score, and 208

each token 〈/s〉 is used to get the sentence score. 209

Intuitively, the similarity between token 〈s〉 of a 210

relevant passage is more close to token 〈/s〉 of 211

a relevant sentence than to 〈/s〉 of any irrelevant 212

sentence. To enforce this constraint, we use triplet 213

as follows: 214

Lsim =
1

N ·M
N∑

i=1

M∑

j=1

(max{d(vp, vri )

− d(vp, vnj ) +m, 0}),
(3)

215

where d(·, ·) is the Euclidian similarity, N is the 216

number of relevant sentences, M is the number of 217

irrelevant sentences, vp, vr, vn is the vector repre- 218

sentation of the relevant passage, relevant sentence, 219

2The reason for threshold “0” is that it is the middle value
of 1 and -1, which are labels for relevant and irrelevant sen-
tences in the training time.
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and irrelevant sentence respectively. Equation 3220

enforces that all the relevant sentences should have221

higher similarity with the passage than all the ir-222

relevant sentences by a margin m; otherwise, the223

model would be penalized. In practice, we set the224

margin m at 1 and find optimum results. We train225

our model in an end-to-end fashion by combining226

Ljoint, Lcon and Ldis.227

5 Experiment228

In this section, we first describe the training setup,229

and then introduce two baselines. We evaluate the230

two baselines and our proposed joint model on the231

HotpotQA dataset. Yang et al. (2018) provides232

two metrics for supporting facts evaluation, exact233

matching (EM) and F1 score. We also present the234

precision and recall of SP, and the exact match-235

ing of passages for detailed comparison. Mean-236

while, we compare our model with the QUARK237

system (Groeneveld et al., 2020). Lastly, we con-238

duct an ablation study to show the effectiveness of239

the proposed similarity loss and consistent loss.240

5.1 Experiment Setup241

We use Huggingface (Wolf et al., 2020) and Py-242

torch (Paszke et al., 2019) libraries to implement243

each model. We use 4 TX1080 and V100 NVIDIA244

to train models in 5 epochs with a learning rate of245

1e-5, batch size of 32. We set the maximum input246

length in training to be 512.247

5.2 Baseline248

To have comparable size of the model, two base-249

lines have similar structure as our Two-in-One250

model. Our model has two classification heads,251

whereas each of the baselines has one classification252

head. One baseline is to select relevant sentences,253

and the other one is to rank passages.254

Sentence Selection Baseline The first base-255

line is to select relevant sentence, and particu-256

larly, we use a RoBERTa-large with an additional257

MLP trained on question and a single sentence:258

〈s〉Q〈/s〉S〈/s〉, where Q is a question and S is a259

sentence. Although this model can not predict the260

relevant passage directly, based on the assumption261

that relevant passages include relevant sentences,262

we pick up two relevant passages based on the263

top2 sentence scores. When the top1 and the top2264

sentences are from the same passage, we continue265

searching based on the ranking sentence scores266

until the second document comes up. Then the sup- 267

porting facts are those sentences from the relevant 268

documents with a score larger than 0. 269

Passage Selection Baseline In the second base- 270

line, again, we use RoBERTa-large but with the 271

goal of passage selection. The input to the model is 272

a question and a passage: 〈s〉Q〈/s〉P 〈/s〉. Since 273

such a model can not predict sentence relevancy 274

score, based on the statistic of HotpotQA that ma- 275

jority of training set has two supporting facts and 276

the most of them are the first sentences in a para- 277

graph (see Section 3), we select supporting facts 278

by the first sentence of the top1 and top2 passages. 279

5.3 Result 280

As we see from Table 1, Two-in-One framework 281

outperforms two baselines with large-margin im- 282

provement in all metrics, especially we see a sig- 283

nificant improvement on the EM of SP. Our frame- 284

work outperforms the Sentence Selection Base- 285

line by 20% and 4.5% improvement on the pre- 286

cision and recall of SP, respectively, which demon- 287

strates that jointly learning is beneficial for sen- 288

tence classification. Also, jointly learning benefits 289

for the passage ranking by comparing Two-in-One 290

with Passage Selection Baseline on the EM of pas- 291

sage. Besides, we also compare Two-in-One with 292

QUARK (Groeneveld et al., 2020), a framework 293

involving three BERT models, (roughly three times 294

larger than ours). Two-in-One achieves comparable 295

results in terms of F1 and EM of SP regardless of 296

much less parameters in our system. Notice that 297

we do not have the other three values because they 298

are not presented in their original paper. 299

5.4 Ablation 300

To evaluate the impacts of the consistency con- 301

straint and the similarity constraint, we conduct 302

experiments with and without constraints. From 303

Table 2, we see that both consistency constraint 304

and similarity constraint improve F1 and EM of 305

SP and the similarity constraint also improves the 306

EM of passages. We found that without any con- 307

straint, though the model can rank the passages 308

well, it suffers from distinguishing between close 309

sentences. The similarity constraint addresses this 310

issue in some sense by maximizing the distance 311

between relevant and irrelevant sentences. 312

To better understand the impact of consistency 313

constraint, we analyze the consistency between the 314

passage score and the sentence score. The predic- 315
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Model # Parameters SP Precision SP Recall SP F1 SP EM Passage EM
Sentence Selection Baseline ∼330M 67.96 81.05 72.02 28.12 69.70
Passage Selection Baseline ∼330M 66.43 56.55 60.20 27.30 90.44
Two-in-One + sim (Ours) ∼330M 88.06 85.68 85.82 59.17 91.11

QUARK ∼1020M∗ N/A N/A 86.97 60.72 N/A
SAE(RoBERTa) ∼660M+∗ N/A N/A 87.38 63.30 N/A
HGN(RoBERTa) ∼330M+∗ N/A N/A 87.93 N/A N/A

Table 1: The Results for two baselines and Two-in-One model with similarity constraint on dev set of HotpotQA
distracting dataset. SP stands for supporting facts and EM for Exact Match. ∗ refers to estimation. The bottom
systems have much larger model size than our method, where QUARK (Groeneveld et al., 2020), is the result of a
framework with 3 BERT models, SAE (Tu et al., 2019) uses two large language models and an GNN model, and
HGN (Fang et al., 2020) uses a large language model, a GNN model and other reasoning layers.

Model SP F1 SP EM Passage EM
Two-in-One 85.52 58.67 90.93
Two-in-One + con 85.55 58.98 90.29
Two-in-One + sim 85.82 59.17 91.11
Two-in-One + con + sim 85.63 58.74 90.78

Table 2: The results for Two-in-One model with or
without consistency and similarity constraints.

tion of a model is consistent if the passage score316

agrees with the sentence scores and the agreement317

can be measured by the gap between the passage318

score and the maximum sentence score among all319

sentences in that passage. We observe that by320

adding the consistency constraint, the gap between321

the passage score and the sentence score is much322

smaller than without the consistency constraint, i.e.323

0.03 v.s. 0.11. It demonstrates that the constraint is324

beneficial for consistent prediction.325

6 Future Work326

While in this work, we show the initial and promis-327

ing results of the Two-in-One model on one single328

dataset, there are a couple of directions we can329

explore in the future such as those discussed below.330

Model Architecture It is easy to extend the Two-331

in-One model to Three-in-One model such that332

besides the passage ranking and sentence selection333

modules, a third module can predict the answer334

span. Like the simple extractive QA model based335

on RoBERTa, where a linear layer or an MLP can336

predict the start and end position of the answer span.337

A restricted inference procedure can be enforced338

that the answer span should be predicted from the339

selected sentence given by the previous model. One340

benefit is to reduce the difficulty for the answer341

selection model since less sentences will be seen by342

the model and the second benefit is to increase the343

interpretability of the model. On the other hand, if 344

the sentence selection model makes mistakes, then 345

such errors will carry to the answer span model 346

which yields the wrong answer eventually. 347

Passage and Sentence Representation We use 348

the contextual vector of a special token in front 349

of each sentence to represent the sentence; we can 350

also try to use the average pooling of every token in 351

the sentence to get the representation of a sentence. 352

Similar for the passage representation. 353

Evaluate on More Dataset To show that the gen- 354

eralization of the proposed model, it can also evalu- 355

ate on more datasets, such as NaturalQuestion (NQ) 356

dataset (Kwiatkowski et al., 2019). Although the 357

NQ dataset does not have annotated support sen- 358

tences, the sentence which contains the answer can 359

be taken as the support sentence to train the sen- 360

tence selection model. It is worth mentioning that 361

in the HotpotQA dataset, there are multiple support 362

sentences while the NQ only has one, thus, if the 363

Two-in-One model is trained on a single dataset, 364

then one model might not generalize well to other 365

dataset. A simple solution might be to train the 366

Two-in-One model on multi-datasets. 367

Zero-shot Testing It is also interesting to see if 368

Two-in-One model can generalize better to unseen 369

domains than simple baselines without any fine- 370

tuning. To verify this, we can compare the Two- 371

in-One model and baselines models trained on the 372

HotpotQA dataset to other datasets. 373

7 Conclusion 374

In this work, we present a simple model, Two-in- 375

One, to rank passage and classify sentence together. 376

By jointly training with passage ranking and sen- 377

tence selection, the model is capable of capturing 378

5
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the correlation between passages and sentences.379

We show the effectiveness of our proposed frame-380

work by evaluating the model performance on the381

HotpotQA datasets, concluding that jointly mod-382

eling passage ranking and sentence selection is383

beneficial for the task of OBQA. Compared to the384

existing QA systems, our model, with fewer param-385

eters and more green than previous models, can386

achieve competitive results. We also propose mul-387

tiple future directions to improve our model such388

as exploring the relationship among passages, sup-389

porting sentences, and answers in modeling and390

generalizing our method on more datasets.391
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